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Coming Joh Fair "Unparalleled"
by Dan Mendelson
. Jobs! F inding, getting, and
keeping t hem is to many
people t he objective of a
college education. But the
problem is, where are t he jobs,
how do you get t hem, whom
you contact?
One of the better places for
an almo s t- g r aduate (or a
graduate for that matter ) to go
job-hunting is in the Career
Services Offices in B-117 (ext.
350), and see Valerie Gallagher.
But, one of the best places
for job seeking this month, will
be on February · 19, between
9: 30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. , outside
the North Dining Hall.
Just what will a job seeker
find tpere? What •he will see
will be more than thirty
government rep res en ta ti ves
willing and able to talk about
job opportunities in their field.
If you haven't guessed by
now, February 19, is going to
the the 5th annual GOVERNMENT CAREER INFO-RMATION DAY. (G.C.I.D.).
The G.C.I.D. offers an ",unparallelled opportunity to t alk
with a large number of agency
/ representatives - all conveniently a;sembled in one place."
If job seeking students were to
attempt contacting all of these
people for a position, it would
take many days , perhaps
weeks.
Although not every agency
will have immediate openings,
it is very important for the

student to make that initial
contact and then to take the
mandatory Civil Service Exam
(if applicable). That contact is
perhaps the most valuable part
of t he ' G .C.I.D. because when
the day comes t o apply for
t hat job , · and you are
interviewed, the agency representative may just remember
you as t hat 'bright, young
person t hey inet · at the job
fair.'
Don't be discouraged by
news reports of recessions and ·
lack of employment, (although
you may go into shock, don't
be discouraged ) almost one out
of ever y · six people are
employed in some form of
governmental job, millions of
people are hired at various
levels and job turn-over is a
'fact of life.'
.
While there are excellent
opportunities in landing the
job of your choice - most ·
involve a long wait. The
competition is so great in
many fields that your name
will only be listed on a job
roster, a waiting period will
then · ensue during which time
you will be expected to take
certain tests and go through
certain procedures to . ascertaii;i
your qualifications a s a
candidate.
Interested students are foolish to wait for · graduation
before getting the facts and
applying for a job - unless
you .want to wait AFTER
graduation to ,get a job . It is
not too early for juniors or
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even sophomores to acquire
job information.
A few of the agencies to be
represented at the fair are:
1) Northeastern Illinois
Planning Commission. Staff
members are trained in areas
of city and regional planning.
Majors in Geography , Political
Science, or Economics should
be interested in this.
2 ) Department •of Justice,
Bureau of Narcotics and
Dangerous Drugs. Job · offerings are in Criminal Investigation,' and Radio Operators. The
Regional Bureau hires Chemistry Majors.
3) Department of Commerce,

Bureau of the Ce!}SUS. Hirings
in Survey Statisticians (Math
major + one course in Stat. )
4) Department of f hildren.
and Family Service. 'Looking
for Social Service Career
Trainees. There is a great need
for minority candidates.
. 5) HEW, Food and Di,-ug
Administration. Hiring majors
in the natural sciences, chemistry, and microbiology.
6) Department of the
Treasury, IRS. Hiring: Revenue Officers, Tax Auditors ,
and 'Energy Investigators.'
7) Department of · Justice,
Immigration and · Naturalization . Hiring: Criminal Investigation Trainees, Immigration

Inspector Trainees, and Border
Patrol Agents.
The most important thing to
most college grads, afte r
landing the job, is making sure
they get paid for it. Salaries
for government jobs can range
from a paltry $8,000 per year
- to a less paltry $10,000.
Some trainee jobs may go as
high as $12,000 for the first
promotion, within the first
year.
One other item - This fair
will not be successful without
student participation. These
jobs are available, but unless
you attend, they won' t fall into
your lap.

Election Protestd - Results ·v oided .
by Pat O'Brien
The six hundred Northeasterners who recently voted for
Student Government Officials
wasted their time. For a
variety. of reasons the S.G.
voided the results of the
elections and have set up a
new one.
At their Mo nday night
meeting, February 11, a. vote
was taken to · determine
whether or not the election
results would be accepted by
the Senate . Although the
motion passed, the President
of the Senate, Dan Kolb,
vetoed the measure. The
Senate, in a motion to override
Kolb's veto, failed . .
"The main reason I vetoed
the measure was that the
candidates were claiming that
the ballots were mutilated in
severals ways," Kolb said. He
was talking . about several

comp la in ts that ha d b een
received by him, and recently
published by the Print, regarding irregular ballots being
issued at the voting area.
According to him, there were
actually three different forms
of the election ballot at the
time of the election.
Kolb also said that several
students had told him during
week that the election was not
a true representation of the
actual election.
Several people pointed out
that there was a conflict of
interests in many areas of the
election and involving many of
. the candidates.
"For instance, the chairman
of the election committee was
also ·a candidate for ·president," Kolb said, but accord. ing to Berg, the "conflict of
interest" areas described by
Kolb were known by him and

the senate before the election
occurred and t he group took
no action to correct the
situation.
Kolb pqinted out another
interesting item reg~rding the
election. He said on the first
day of the election, the ballot
box was sealed and submitted
to him in his office at 5:20
p m This was the cause of
many complaints regarding
the election because that time
was an hour and forty minu tes
before the polls were to have ·
been closed. Kolb didn't say
why he didn't take any action
then, but he did say that it
was funny they gave him the
ballot box because he was
himself a candidate in the
election.
The Student Senate held an .
open forum yesterday to
discuss the election with the
student body, but due to time

limitations, the PRI NT was
not able to include its results
in this week's paper.
During the forum, the
intentions according to Kolb
were that the student body
would have a chance to see and
talk to the candidates before
another. election is held.
A new election has been set

for February 27 and 28. When
questioned about whether students will mind having to vote
again and whether or not
many will ignore the new
election, Kolb said, "People
_ will still be interested in voting
again because the new election
will have much more publicity
and will be run fairly."

THE FOLLOWING ARE THE NAMES OF THOSE RUNNING
FOR STUDENT SENATE OFFICER POSTS :
President:
Tom Lasser
Jack Paglini
Vice -President:
Mary Berg
Ed Leonard
John Gaughan
Curtis Cheung

Treasurer:
Ray Christ!
Secretary:
Lorraine Kruzel
Pat Wellbank
Board of Governers:
Dan Kolb
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PRINT Improving?
Dear Pat and staff:
I hope this doesn 't go to
your collective heads, but, in
m y humble opinion, this
trimester's PRINT for numerous reasons, is the best paper
published here in years and
years and years.
I sat down to read it this
morning and was astonished to
fi nd that it took me more than
an hour to get to the back
page, and that is an increase of
about 51 minutes over the
PRINT of old. Furthermore,
there was a beautiful balance
between campus news and
" outside" news which is
pertinent to this campus.
Perhaps the most amazing

thing about this paper is that,
when one reads it, he comes
away with a few pieces of new
information, and the information appears accurate and well
researched.
Layout is greatly improved,
and with the addition of
Wolferman 's column, there's
even a glimmer of hope that
PRINT will' develop a sense of
humor, which, God knows, we
need more than anything
even Nixon's impeachment or
a full tank of gas.
I represent one part of a
small, but loudmouthed group
of people still to be found

around campus. We are the
PRINT dinosaurs; the strange
people who . were s·ort of•
responsible for its conception
about eight years ago, and,
although our reflexes are
slowing somewhat, we still
have most of our wits about
us, and we all seem to agree
that things are looking up for
you guys.
Well, I can ' t think of
anything else to say, and I
think I'm going to get all
nostalgic and teary. Keep it
up, and as they used to say,
thirty.
Ken Davis

Asks to help Dis•a bled
To All Healthy Students,
It's not too often that I ask
p~ople to play games but for
once I'm going to change my
usual level-headed college student ways. Here's what to do.
First of all I'm going to ask
you to blind fold yourself for
fif teen minutes. Now go about
your normal routine. Eat,
drink relieve your tensions
whatever. 0. K. Now I want to
imagine that instead of feet

you have wheels. Now try to
imagine yourslef going about
your normal routine. Waking
up , bathing, going to study in
tlie library, simple, right?
WRONG!
If you think what I just
described sounds like fun or
just something different ask
any disabled or blind person.
If you are any type of person
at all you could see the
difficulties these people have.

Candidates Campa ign
Childish
Rebuttal to letter by Dennis Daley - PRINT - Feb. 8, 1974
Dennis, I don 't know where you get your information, but let
me give you the other side of the story :
1. You say that you did not vote because you didn't know what
was going on concerning the election. I quote the Student
Constitution, The Vice-President: " is responsible for any
publicity about the Student Senate. " Mary Berg was and is
receiving ($100.00) ,dollars of your student fee money per month
to publicize elections. She must have done a great job, about 6%
of the students voted in the electipn, are you still so impressed
with her?
2. You criticize candidates for campaigning in a childish
manner, good point. I agree that it was a mistake to believe that
students would vote for a candidate just because a sign told them
to do so. I assure you I will use a minimal amount of signs and
the maximal amount of face to face meetings next time.
3. Your criticism of men 's athletic teams is what I find so
disconcerting. As far as I am concerned there is no such thing as
a " men 's " or " women 's" team. Students, no matter what, their
sex, may· join any club or organization receiving student fees on
cam pus. It is a fact of life that it takes more money to run a
Football or a Hockey club than it does to run a Volleyball or
B· sketball club that has facilities on campus. Obviously, there
are teams which have a predominantly male or female
membership and the ones that have female membership do get
less money on the average. Since I have been on Student Fees
Committee I have seen t his system change and I have never seen
a group· d~nied money to go· to a championship tournament
(example: Volleyball). Things are not a s good as the'y should be
but we are getting more female students on Fees Committee and
the Boards of Control, this has to help.
4. Finally, I cannot agree with your statement t hat candidates .
have no right to criticize you, but it is fair for you to insult
candidates. It is your responsibility as a student citizen to know
what is going on, I am not going to hand you all the information
on a platter and I wouldn 't expect you to accept one person 's
opinion anyway. It is your money and your student life that will.
be effected by the people who are elected. It 's your decision.
Jack Paglini

Now you 're saying, Now I
know what he wants - Money
Right, WRONG!
All I want is for your
senators and student government to give me their support
by your . simply sending a
letter to the student senate
asking them to give me their
support in legisiation passed
and what ever else is needed.
If you have any questions you
can usually find me in the
student senate office. If I 'm
not there leave me a note.
Please, -I need your help.
Sincerely,
Senator Frank J. Rog

~
---

1t 's 22 to 1

To the Editor of Print:
faculty members only one is
We, the undersigned memteaching ..the two approved
bers of Northeastern Illinois · courses in Parapsychology.
Univer·sity, Department of
Ruth Ellis
Psychology, wish to make the
Professor of Psychology
following points clear to the
UNI community, as well as to
J. Stan Matindale
the public at large:
Professor of Psychology
1. The Department of
·psychology at UNI is a
Christy Shervanian
multi-purpose department and
Professor of Psychology
its work reflects many viewpoints in the field.
Frank Loos
2. Of the Department of
Professor of Psychology
Psychology's 22 _ full time

More election
OFFICER'S ELECTIONS
REHELD!!!
Due to what the Student
Senate considered gross voting
irregularities, the elections for
officers of the Student Senate
will be reheld on Thursday and
Friday, February 21 & 22. The
regular senators elections will
take place as previously
announced·, on February 26 &

27.
As a senator I urge all of
you to voice your opinion m
what ever way you wish.
Comments can be directed
to any member of the Election
Publicity Committee in the
senate office E-205 S .
Chris Dransoff
Election Publicity Committee

Feedback Confusing

Dear Editor,
With all the feedback
received and printed last issue
Dear Editor,
concerning student elections,
I can 't understand why
three facts become clear.
certain people use the eleval) Most students were
tors at UNI. " Someone" game
confused
about candidates and
most of us two good legs (with
their
platforms,
two feet attached even!) Whey
2) • a minority of students
then, are the elevators usually
were involved in the judicial
so crammed with students that
process governing a majority
those who really need to use
of students,
them can hardly fit in???!
3) nothing the student
A Stair-Climber
senate does will alleviate the
(In rebuttal to your rebuttal, . national problems directly
Mr. Paglini, I think it would
affecting us.
be fair to mention that only .
To ask for increased investithree per cent of the student
gative reporting involving the
body voted in the last few
student senate would not be a
elections. -ed. )
direct solution to UNI stu-

Ups and Downs

dents woes: Rather a basic
organization of spirited students involved in community
affairs, directly affecting our
total lives (not just our
student roles.) Involvement in
the local judicial processes
could be an incentive to our
student senate, but in all clear
conscience I only think it
would make matters worse.
Joe Morreale
A correction in 2-8-74 issue of
PRINT in Elizabeth Campe's
letter to ·the editor. The name
of the candidate mentioned
should have been John Gaughan.

THE PRINT STAFF
Opinions expressed herein are
not necessarily those of the
administratio_n. PRINT is
· published weekly at Northeastern Illinois . University,
office E-214, phone JU
3-4050, Ext. 459. Deadline for
copy is Tuesday at noon.
Editor.................. Pat O'Brien

Managing
· Editor ............ Gerri Leffner
News Editor ........ Jean Ikezoe
Feature Editor: Rita Harmata
Photo Editor .... Kevin Ramon
Sports ·
Editor .... Roseann Poderaza
Columnists: P a ula Levy,
Tom Wolferman, Tom Foutris, Marylene Whitehead

Staff: Dan Mendelson, Mary
Berg, Al Bardelas, George
Tomaszewski, Chris Meyers, Carl Nelson Tom
Walker, Marty O'Gradney,
Junai Peck; Jim Feezor,
Philip Mix, Ilene Rothman,
Dennis Daley, Jeff Castrovillari, Davida Shap.ro,
Julie Strohm, Gary Sosnowski

~
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THE AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION of Illinois
announces the release of The Rights of Students, a
comprehensive guide to the rights of students. In the past the
principals word was •seldom questioned and courts were
unsympathic to the claim of students rights. See what your
rights are as a student. Copies can be obtained from ACLU, 6
South Clark Street, Chicago, 60603, at the cost of 95c or at local
bookstores under -Avon Books.

THE WOMAN'S STUDIES PROGRAM is now accepting
applications for the Director of the Northeastern .Kiddie Kollege
(mid-June to mid-August). Interested? Submit a brief resume of
background and experience appropriate to this position. Send it
to the Woman'.s Studies Progi:am in C-524; Ext. '421, no later
than ~March 11~ 1974. ~ ·
·

ALL STUDENTS . ...
an exhibit of paintings and
is being held on the second
Ramon Suarez are being
through March 31.

The St. Gallery Comm. is sponsoring
collages from Alan Wallie's class. It
floor - Beehive. Also, paintings by
exhibited in the Science Building

THERE WILL BE A DISPLAY OF UNI PROFESSOR
DAVID DRIESBACH'S work at the North River- Community
Gallery, 3307 W. Bryn Mawr, from February 4 - 27, 1:00 pm to
5: 00 pm on weekdays. Mr. Driesbach, winner of numerous art
awards for his printings, has had his work displayed in the U.S.
and abroad. His work consists of color printing from etch~d
pla tes and is worth seeing.

SPANISH SPEAKING STUDENTS - UNI has recently
bought a typewriter with Spanish charactez:s in order to facilitate
studies and research. It is located in the typing room.
APRIL GRADUATES . . . . Final applications for
graduation should . now be on file in the Records' Office. Any
Stcdent expecting to complete requirements for a Bachelors
degree in June or August of this- year should have a preliminary
dpplication for graduation on file at the Records Office, too. Both
were due Jan. 18, 1974.
·

POTENTIAL TUTORS : . . . . -The volunteer Service Corps
(Council for Community Services) is seeking volunteers to tutor
elementary school children in learning to read. Also needed are
workers for Head Start, Day Care Centers, and companions for
children aft er school hours. No experience is necessary, training
is provided. Cajl 427-9151 Ext. 213
TO ALL INTERESTED STUDENTS .
. .Henry N. Hart
JCC and College Age Youth Services present "Focus" for people
ages 18-25. Classes include Astrology , Womens Raps, Judo, and
more. The first class . will begin January 24, 1974 and will
continue each Thursday at the JCC , 2961 W. Peterson, Chicago.
For class sign up, and further information call 275-8445. '
CLUB PRESIDENTS . .. . A meeting of all club presidents
their representatives or somebody will be held on Tuesday, Feb.
19th at 4 pm in the A Lounge. Topics to be discussed range from
· inter club cooperation to use of different facilities within the
University.
Ci\THOLIC STUDENTS . ... The Catholic Student Center
is sponsoring iiiformal, intimate worship every Saturday night.
The Masses involve student participation and dialogue-.type
homily. Everyone is invited to attend. The Masses begin at 10:00

by Gerri Leffner
One .of the duties of the
American Red Cross is to
carry on a syst!)m of national
and international relief to
prevent and mitigate suffering
caused by disasters.
Many students saw the Red
Cr-oss in action at the
Bloodmobile held in the
A-Lounge on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday between
10 am and 3 pm. Staffed with
licensed nurses, volunteers,
boy scouts from troop 62, .and
a technician/ clerk, a total of
about one hundred pints of
blood were donated by Northeastern students and faculty.
The complete process
including an interview, tests
and refreshments , took about
45 minutes. The actual donation took about 5 minutes.
First a donor registers to
provide a permanent record for
his/ her own benefit. Then, a

~-

nurse records a brief medical
history (by a series of
questions and an~wers) •and
takes his/her pulse, blood
pressure, and temperature.
A drop of blood is taken
from the donor's ear for a
hemoglobin test and then
he/ she is ready to lie down,
relax, and donate. The amount
of blood taken was little
considering that the average
person has thirteen pints.

[continued on page 5]
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he/she will receive a letter
· from the Red Cross notifyjng
him/ her regarding it.
When asked how he felt
after the donation, one doner
replied, "I feel fine." Another
donor said, "They're very
nice," while referring to the
nurses and boy scouts.
By giving a pint of blood,
the donor and his/ her immediate family become members of ·
the Red Cross blood program
which assures them blood
needs anywhere in the U.S.A.
(including Puerto Rico and the
Virgin Islands) and Canada.
There are no restrictions, no
exclusions.
• The donated blood may be
used to save a bleeding child,
an accident victim, a mother in
childbirth, a patient in surgery, or in countless other
incidents which require blood
transfusions.
The Bloodmobile was sponsored by Health Services.

Immediately afterwards, to
help replenish, fluids and to
boost their energy, donors are
served water, juice and cookies. The body replaces the
liquid part of the blood at
once, the . cells and the
minerals, within two weeks.
After collecting the blood, it
was sent to Michael Reese
Medical Center for testing and
cross-matching. If, by any
chance, something was found
wrong with a donor's blood,

Registratio n
•
Real it 1es

b_y · Sherry Stein~r Uanse11
grade point average was not
convince the poor girl that
high enough. The College of
Communication at this UniAdministrations would have to
versity is ·almost as poor as the
Education informed her that
change this date. Insisting
possibly the Records Office
times before• Bell invented the
that she had already been
telephone. Transfer students
had neglected to compute the
there and many other places,
average to Northeastern 's five
and freshman entering this
she finally convinced the
college are confused enough
point system. One hour and
women to call them by p hone.
without having to be subjected
three departments later she
This cleared up the problem
to internal communication
was told that in actuality she
and the date was then changed
did not have a grade point
problems. A simple case in
by the Portables.
average to compute because
point is that of registra tion
W hy s h ou ld it t ake a
seniority.
comulative averages are not
student more t han two hours
transferred from 'other colAfter attending t he univerto correct such a simple
sity for one semester a student
leges. The problem of obtainmat ter? Inst itutions of higher
received her registration card
ing a proper registration date
learning were created to
bearing the date of March
had nothing to do with the
encourage continued education
18th., Realizing there was some
College of Education but
by enabling students to have ·
type of mix up she asked her
instead, should be handled
their questions ·answered by
counselor what she should do
through the Administration
knowledgeable persons willing
to correct t he date. She was
Office which she has been to
to help. The experience enprevious ly.
informed that gaining seniorcountered by this student was
ity to register was based on
Another h our and two
not encouraging, but discouragaining acceptance into the
departments later she found
ging in the finest sense of the
College of Education which she - herself at the Pro t ables
word .
. had, not yet done because ' her . listening to a woman trying to

......................., .........................
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TRANSCEl\TDENTAL MEDITATION is not" what you
think- it is. TM develops creativity, improves clarity of
perception, and provides a state of rest twice as deep as "that
gained during sleep as a basis for dynamic activity. A free lecture ,
will be given by the Student's International Meditation Society
on Tuesday, February 19, at 1:00 in room 2-020 and at ~:00 pm in
2-005. Watch for a literature table Monday outside the South
· cafeteria.
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VIEWPOINT:

What do you

I.

0
~

think of the -ruling .on liquor
on campus?
WITH
Gary
Sosnowski

As a former student, I think alcohol on campus is something
which the student body of this school has been long capable and
deserving of having on campu s .. As for the ruling about having
certain designated places and times where t he student can enjoy
this right, I think this is only in part wrong. The administration
should not restrict the students to a time limit, bu t should
restrict the students, somewhat, to place. Meaning the student
body should not just have certain times when they can enjoy this
right but should be able to when they want to, but, alcohol
should be sold only in the cafeterias and dining halls. This I think
is necessary to minimize· the chance of students cluttering up the
school with beer cans and what . not, and also it would help
contain the students who have and will always abuse any _right
given to them.
Frank Varisco

. Seeing -that U .N.I. is a commuter school , and the bulk of the
students are not around the school after classes, alcohol on
campus doesn't really mean much . The majority of students
don 't have t ime to sit in school after classes are over because
t hey either have to run to work, or go home and study righ t
away, then go t o work.
The alcohol rulings are fair in the sense t hat they set up some
time where the student can enjoy him or herself while in school.
Mary Bergman Elem . Ed .

The ruling con cerning alcohol restriction on campus by t he
administration seem s to me not to fit the studen ts wants.
After all , if the administra tion is going to let us have t he rig ht to
have alcohol on campus t hey should not make it so difficult for
't he student to enj oy it . The way I feel t hey might as well n?t
have given the students the rig ht, seeing as t hough very little of
the population of t he school will be able to enjoy it. I feel t ha t the .
administ ration should re-evaluate their ruling and see if they can
devise a sy stem t ha t would enable all, or a good majority , to
enjoy this righ t . Or maybe the administration should put it
before the studen t senate and let the senate plus student opinion
set t he guide lines for the usage of alcohol on campu s.
Joe Paxton Psychology

-With
.Gary

Sosnowski

-

Ill

...~.

~

";t: , '

.l

I feel as though the students have been cheated. After all,
alcohol on campus has been a topic of discussion between
students and administration for a long time, and finally the
student body has received the right to have alcohol on campus.
Then a ruling is made making it almost impossible to utilize this
rig ht, (what with - the scheduling of specific times and places
where the students are only allowed to enjoy this right) .
Therefore I t hink the administration should reconsider 'their
ruling, and adjust it so tha t it fits t he majority of the studen ts .
Ann McFall Art

Concerning t he ruling on alcohol on campus I believe t hat
students should be re; tricted to designated places where alcohol
is only to be sold. This is just to keep the school in some )<ind of
order and out of chaos. But I also believe that t!:ie time
restrictions should be lifted and adjusted to allow more of t he
students to enjoy t his righ t . The way it stands now just a small
percentage of the students are able to use t he rig ht, and I t hink
this is not fair. If you're going t o give the rig ht to the students to
have alcohol on campus make it so that the majority, if not all, of
the student body can enjoy it.
Steve Collins Sec. Ed.

Candidates Sul,m·i t Qualifications For New Elections
FOR PRESIDENT
Torn Lasser
Stud~nt Government has a
t wo-fold purpose, both being of
equal importance. The first
being the representative voice
of t he UNI students speaking
ou t on such matters as;
against the proposed tuition
increase, defeat of the switch
to semesters from trimesters,
and in favor of a CT A fare
reduction for college students.
The second, which has been
lacking in past governments,
is the role of the individual
members to deal directly with
problems that plague students,
many of which affect one or a
few students. These things
m u st b e accomplished , t o
make t he student government
an effect ive a nd responsive
organization.
Jack Paglini
.
F irst of all, I will lay ou t
wha t I feel are my qualifica ·
tions for t his post. -elected
Senator, (F eb '73) and appointed to a n officer 's post by P res.
Kolb
work ed for a n d
attained a change in policy
t h at retu rns a p prox im ately
$4,000.00 a year in S tudent
Fees I riterest money back to
t he Student Fees general fund
- did internship in office of
Vice-Pres. for Student Affairs
to better learn the func t ioning

of tha t office and the problems
facing students at UNI.
A few t hings I hope to
accomplish as President:
-establishing a system by
which students can determine
the amount of their student
fees money that will be given
to each board of control
(Athletics, C.C.A.B., Media,
Fine Arts , Independent, aPd
Student Government), through
registration.
- I will attempt to find out
what yoµr needs are in relation
to student Government by the
use of a monthly " Open
Forum ", where you can
question me or any · other
sen.Iofficer.
If I did not think I was the
mos t qualified candidate, I
would not be running for the
office of President.

FOR VICE-PRESIDENT
Mary Berg
Mary Berg, as the incumbent vice presidential candidate with 15 mont hs of active
participation in t his government with continuous repre·
sentation on many commit tees
and boards, such as Ad-Hoc
meetings of President Sachs
and P resident Mullen , CTA
reducation fare meetings, Instruction Coun cil , Ch arter
.Review, Development Council,
Search and Screen for Dr.
Goldberg's replacement, and

countless others. I've voted on
many pressing issues facing
this Senate, I 'm for equal
student voices, with students
rights considered on all
questions facing this university.
Curtis Cheung I · believe t hat t he main
objective of the Student
Senate is to serve the student.
- If I shall be elected Vice-President of the Student Senate, I
shall faithfully perform the
duties of the Vice-President as
stated in the Student Constitution.
( 1) to assume the du ties of
the President
(2) I shall send a copy of the
student senat e minutes to each
campus organization to get
more students informed and
posters would be made up fo r
s p ec ia l functi o n s fo r t h e
studen ts.
(3 ) I shall listen t o all
suggestions and complaints
from the students.
. (4) I shall write articles
regularly in t he " Print" t o
inform students abou t senate
functions and what be~efits
they may have from t he
student activity they paid.
by John Gaughan
I believe I am the best
qualified candidate for ViceP res ident of our Stu dent
Go vernm en t. I believe a

Vice-President must be knowledgeable in all -aspects of
Student Governance. This
means not only on campus
events and problems but also
must have an awareness of
concerns on a state-wide basis.
For instance, the 6.6% of 1/ 3
instructional cost increase in
tuition proposed by the Illinois
Board of Higher Education.
As Vice-Chairperson of the
Council of Students to the
Board of Governors, I have
initiated action opposed to the
tuition increase.
Another problem before
students is the recommended
phasing out of student fe~
within five yeas . Without
student fees, all clubs and
organizations would not exist,
this may mean another tuition
increase.
I have cited a few of many
problems facing student government, here, a t Northeas tern
I feel confident of my ability to
serve you as Vice-P resident.
Edward A. Leonard
Below is a summation of my
q u alifi ca ti on s, co ncern , and
ability.
- Age 25 . Pre-law, political
science major.
- The only political science
major in t he studen t senate.
Chai rp erso n of t h e
Academic Evaluation Committee.

opposed to Reserved
Parking on campus.
An independant, not
affiliated with any club ,
organization, or " block" .

FOR SECRETARY
Lorraine Kruzel
·Qualifications:
- Senator at UNI from
June '73 to Nov. '73.
- ·student Aide for the
present Secr~tary of the
Student Senate.
member of Student
Affairs Council,' , Auditqrium/
Usage Committee, and Chairperson of Commuter Center
Activities Board.
These qualifications are, to
me, very important to have in
order to best serve students at
Northeastern. I work in the
Senate Office 16 hours a week
a nd I am experienced wit h all
t he duties that t he Secretary
of t he Student Senate is
expected to fulfill. As Chairperson of Commu ter Center
Activities Board , I seek ou t
and listen to student opinions
concerning every activity here
at UNI, and try to fulfill the
students' requests.
,
The two main things' t hat 1
hope to a_c complish is t o
perform t he du ties of the
Secretary to the best of my
ability, and try to resolve some
of t he problems of students.
[continued on page 6]
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Blind Student's Dog Killed
'

Nobody Stopped
by David Shapiro
There is a lot of talk about
apathy lately, but this event
has just about clinched the
lead. ·
On Tuesday, February 5th
at approximately 1:40, one of
our blind students, Arnold
Hottinger, was crossing from
the Science building to the
"B" wing when a car failed to
yield his right of way and was
forced to come to a sudden
stop in front of him. His leader
dog reared up to keep his
master back and came down
striking his head on the car.
Arnold called for the driver to
get out. He or she did not. He
cried for someone to get a
license number or at least help
him check the dog. No one did.
"I kept scream1g for someone
to Help me - and ·nobody
would," Arnold told me.
Later in the day, on the way

home, another dog attacked
Arnold 's Leader Dog, but due
to the injuries he received
when he hit the car, he was
unable to protect himself.
On Friday, February 8, the
dog died. The vet said that the
dog severed the nerves in his
tounge and had bitten through
it in such a way that the
detatched it from the rear of
the mouth. He died shortly
after su rgery which was _
attempted to reattach the
tongue.
Arnold can't come to school.
He can't even go out to buy
food. Someone must be with
him if he leaves his house. This
was to be his last trimester.
Now it looks doubtful that he
will be able to graduate in
April. Not only was the dog
Arnold's eyes, but his "all the
time friend" too. All this is
over because of good old

apathy.
Apathy beca u se nobody
would hlep Arnold. Apathy because the driver wouldn 't get
out of the car. If you 're old
enough to drive a car, attend
college and possibly even be an
instructor, you should be old
enough to be responsible for
your own actions. As fa r as
witnesses not wanting to get
involved _: try to think how it
would be to be blind and
helpless in such a situation.
How would you fell if nobody
wanted to get involved?
Apathy. Yes, everyone is
apathetic abou t something. It
just happE1ned to be life this
time.
If anyone has any information concerning this incident·
please contact Carolyn Goldstein in B-115 or call ext. 364.

YOur summer job
may hold credit
Field Experience in HPER
camps, swimming pools, and
any of these areas, it may be
various other certified organipossible · for you to obtain 3
is available to UNI students
zations. Those taking the
hours of · elective credit. Other
during the Spring-Summer
course will be required to
possibilities exist which may
Trimester.
prepare a paper on the nature
satisfy the requirements of
During the 16 week 197 4
of their work, their aims,
this course. If you are
Spring-Summer Trimester, the
objectives, and daily problems
interested see Dr. Waechter in
P hysical Educatin department
is offering the course 84-203,
and experiences.
the Gym Office (EXT. 480)
If you have a summer job in
before you register.
Field Experiences in Health,
Physical Education, and Re- ·
creation. The section number
is, 10 for "Recreational Programs''.·
This is a three semester hour
course. It is open to all
undergraduate students at
UNI. T_he course involves :
(continued from page 3)
:
practical field work in HPER
in summer schools, park
districts, settlement houses,
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 26 IS E.R.A. (Equal Rights
community centers, day
Amendment) Day at UNI. Jo Ann Budde, head of " Housewives
for E.R.A." for Illinois will speak on the amendment at noon in
the Unicorn and• at 1:00 in the auditorium. There will also be
information available at tables in the A and B wings all dav.
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Cliff's Notes help you think for
yourself in literature . The{re
written Dy expert s
·••
to guide you 1n ·
understanding ahd
apprec iating contemporary and
classic novels ,
plays and poems .

A TREMEr~oo us SAAB STORY
CALL TERRY McFAR LANE FOR DETAiLS

769-3939
NEW, USED & DEIVIOS A.VAi LA BLE
Ec olog y ... we ' re work ing on it!
'Dur ing the past 14 years Cliffs

BROADWAY SAAB 6019 rJ. BROADWAY ,

Notes has used over 2.400 .000 tons
of paper using recycled pu lp

Mo re tha n 200 titles
availabl e at:

.NEEDLEPOINT-FREE LESSONS·

YARN'N STUFF
3243 W . BRYN MAWR
588-8663

CREWEL

RUG-HOOKING
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pieces I
by Paula Levy

Sweet smell of . ..
The Cuernavaca market at mid-morning was maddening and
enchanting at the same time, a frantic conglomerate of food anc,
drink and kids and dogs. The smell alone could drive you insane.
' to the ceiling, from
It came from bulging pineapples piled
oranges and bananas rounder and longer than nature ever meant
them to be, from tiny, tart limones and huge, sweet mangos , from
fresh-baked bread and yellow cheese, from bloody sides of beef
hanging in rows and fish guts crushed into the dirt floor . An
eloquent odor: tangy, exciting, sickening... and inescapable.
That's the way it was two years ago, and if the Mexican sun is
still setting pink and gold over the rooftops , that's the way it is
today. Not much changes in a small town like Cuernavaca. The
sidewalks burn and the citizens s~elter come siesta time,· even in
February. The buses run whenever and where ever they want to,
which is never quite the same two days in a row. And the market
goes on.
The art of shopping in a real market is all but extinct in our
modern "civilized" world. Granted, a glass and chrome Jewel is
probably more sanitary and more organized, but it leaves tho
customer only two choices: pay the price or rip it off. There is n
room for discussion, no provision for . that greatest of all humar,
needs, the right to scream bloody murder at each other.
This need is gratified to the satisfaction of · all during th ..
age-old ritual of · bargaining. A successful haggle can be a
beautiful, if exhausting, experience. Witness the conversation
(translated frcim the Spanish) between myself and one very
determined salesman:
Good morning, senorita! That's a very fine sweater you 're
looking at.
Yes, it's beautiful. How much is it?
Only two hundred pesos , senorita.
TWO HUNDRED PESOS!!
I'm afraid that two hundred is the going price.
That's much too much.
However, if you insist, I will offer you a special discount - on
hundred and ninety pesos .
That's impossible.
Senorita, this sweater is handmade and will keep you very
warm during those long cold winters up in . .. rn . . .
Chkago.
.
Ah, Chicago! I have a cousin who lives
Really?
Si, si. In honor of my cousin I have just decided to lo~er the
price to one hundred and eighty pesos.
Actually I hadn't planned on spending more than seventy.
HA! Ha Ha ho ho hee hee, oh my God , seventy for this work of
art!
Maybe some other time.
Wait! You must make another offer.
Seventy-five.
A hundred sixty, no less.
Eighty-five.
Look at the workmanship in this sweater, it's perfect, it's
priceless, · It's It 's your turn.
· Alright, alright, A hundred forty.
Ninety-five.
You mock me, senorita!
A hundr!!d, that's it.
A hundred t hirty.
No.
A hundred twenty-five?
Uh-uh.
Senorita, I cannot possibly go further , I A hundred and ten.
What?
One . hundred and ten, period.
Very well, sold for a hundred and ten pesos. I 'll wrap it for you .
Thanks. Don't forget the belt.
The belt?
Yes , there must be a belt somewhere.
Oh, the BELT. Well if you want a belt it will cost you a little
extra ...
Here's the money, do you want it or not?
Of course! Here is your sweater.
With t he belt?
S1, senorita, with the belt .
Gracias, senor.
Gracias, senorita. Perhaps . someday you will meet my cousin
when you go home to Detroit.
You never know.
The big fuzzy sweater t hat I boug ht for $8.80 and a little
fi nagling has indeed kept m e warm - wit h t he belt._ And it still
smells t he way it did then, wooly a nd mu sty wit h t he fai nt flavor
of the boisterqus market woven into it s delicate desig n.
There are some things that Sears just doesn 't have.
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by Tom Foutris
A week ago Thursday, John Har tford brought his country
fl avor to U .N .I. It was bluegrass all right, complete with banjo,
fiddle and guitar. But, it was a different bluegrass, more urban
and definitely with a 1970's tone. Alot of the words in most of
t he songs had political . and/ or social overtones. Through an
interview with John Hartford, I got these· insights into his
background and his thoughts.
He grew up in St. Louis, Missouri, where he used to play for
square dances. He was into the bluegrass circuit and started "to
write songs to get gigs."
" I got to a point where I didn 't like what I was writing and I
started writin' for myself. I 'm not a commercial person, I never
have been. " Gentle on my Mind" was an accident. "
" Gentle on my Mind, ' " of course, was the huge selling singlehe
.; penned for Glen Campbell. In a matter of months, he was
re-associated wit h Campbell when Tommy Smothers offered him
a job on their show as a writer - the first project was the
summer replacement show with Glen Campbell. " I tried to write
myself in as much as I could. " He soon left the show for " mostly
political reasons."
" When Glen went back on the air, he was very much into a
J ohn .Wayne type of thing, my head. w~s, changin' in another
direction and I know how television really types you with
something and I didn 't want to be associated with that. I don't
regret it, see, when I was with the show, the show was produced
by Smo-Bro, which is the Smothers Brothers, and when I left the
show, it was the same time Glen and the Smothers Brothers
broke up. Mason Williams, Pat Paulson and I left, and then the
whole bunch of Dean Martin type writers and people. like that·
Chme in, that's when the show changed. "

Pat W ellbank
Senate for 1 yr. - Secretary·
of the legislative liaison
committee. - Opposed to the
quarter semester for the
present trimester. - Opposed
to pay increase for officers. Encouraging total student
envolvement with University
community.

FOR TREASURER
Ray Christi ~
My qualifications for treasurer are that I have been two
years in the Senate; one year
as a Senator and one term as
the Treasurer. When re-elected
I will continue to represent the ·
student body in student fees
and allocations, and as . an
administrator for student duplicating and mailing services.
Also, a new student senate car
will be my responsibility to
assign to clubs and organizations on campus.

Tom
Foolery
by Tom Wolferman

The core of our metropolitan problems, they say, lies l.n the fact
that we Americans are too wrapped up in our mechanistic
society. Our lives are ruined by our deficient diets, our hypnotic
television habits, our lack of exercise, and a number of quality
products from Popeil. If we're ever going.to make it, they say, we
must regress. Yes - we must return to , a more meaningful
existence. We must revert back to -Nature! Personally, I think ·
this is an excellent and ideal theory on life - if you happen to be
Euell Gibbons or Paul Bunyan or Zim Bobma, ace jungle boy. For
me, however, it is mere poison ivy. How can I revert back to a
Nature I've never had to begin with?
7

By now you 're probably shaking you heads mumbling, "That
Wolferman
is a real shmoe. No sense of awareness. Doesn't know
This space has ·been offered
by the PRINT so that the what it is to spiritually converse with his environment. Has no
confusion already surrounding · depth." And to t}:iese mumbling individuals, all I can suggest is to
the officer's election may be · hear me out. For this is the story of a city boy's desperate
cleared up. We are not, in any attempt to relate to his surroundings. And the dramatic ending,
way, a ttempting to be partial in the most horticultural sense, is no bed of roses . My story
to any candidate. The above begins:
My init ial move in .my "self-naturalization" campaign began
accounts are printed exactly as
wit
h breakfast. I took a good close look at my breakfast habits
they were submitted to the
and
decided Cheerios, Cocoa Wheat s, or Burney Brothers Sweet
PRI NT by the candidates. All
Rolls
were definitely not pure and wholesome alternatives to
candidates were given a chance
starting
out a healt hy morning . So after giving General Mills and
to submit their · platform fo r
honorable
military funeral, I disbanded the entire army of
publication.
delicious grains and pre-sweetened oats camping out in my
cupboard, determined to restock t he shelves with some nutritious
warfare. ·
Now that mid-term examina:
Being a rookie in this "back-t o-nature" situation, I concluded
tions are practically upon us,
that I really couldn't plunge into a natural breakfast without
and it's almost time to begin
careful consideration and planning. Discrimination and sensible
worrying about those term
good taste, I t hought, would lead me t o a tasty, yet nutritious
papers, are you feeling a bit
breakfast. Therefo re I decided against journeyi'ng into t he nearest
insecure, concerned that you
wooded area t o _pick ~ulberries, acorns, and tender young
Hartford's feelings were felt in many of his songs. They came may not be as successful_ in
dandelion stalks. Somehow I could not face up to the fact that
off as mostly social comments, an interesting turn in bluegrass these-areas as you want to be?
what Euell Gibbons considers a banquet is the exact same thing
· music. S9ngs like Steamboat Whistle Blues, DO DO the Boogie, Especially if you are on
that got me an " A " on my high school biology -project oa
When the Glory Rolls; P oor old Howard Hughes (" success is just academic probation?
weedology. I was also in doubt as to whether t ender young _
Experience has shown that
a mess" ) and Don't Leave Your Records in the Sun (about the
dandelion stalks would stay crispy in milk. No , a wilderness
vinyl shortage in the record industry - " they just won't play ", students having academic
breakfast was out. I needed to find something a bit more urbane ;
wh ich proceeded to " skip" live ), all have a comment on not difficulties , freshmen in partisome safe compromise between Breakfast Squares and wild root
trusting today' s technology or about being hip or things related. cular, have trouble _ taking
crops. He also had a flair for whimsical ditties as love songs. That examinations and writing term
My final decision was a reasonable one. I settled on a
Golden Globe Award (he loves bot h her Golden Globes) or the papers. Therefore, in recogni- . promising, but .modest little protein-packer called " Heartland
Left Handed Woman who is " upside down and inside out", were tion of this fact , Miss
Natural Cereal - a ready to eat cerear of old-fashioned rolled
t unes that kept a smile on you face or made you laugh outloud. McCreery, coordinator of Acaoats, brown sugar, wheat germ, pure vanilla, etc. " Unfortunately,
He could also be just plain funny (That Old Washing demic Advisement, University
it was the etc. that didn't sit quite right in my cereal bowl or my
Machine-that went chamup, chaump) where he used his mouth Counseling Center, and Mrs.
stomac·h. To begin with, the box itself was a true pre-dawn bore.
for sound effects or just serious as irt "Worried About It a Little Katherine Wingert, of the
After all these years of Kellog's and Post, I expected some
Reading center, are offering a
Bit," with a soft voice and peaceful guitar work.
halfway interesting readable back-of-box literature, accepting
When he pulled oµt his fiddle I expected a hoe down, and he "Mini-Work-Shop" which will
even a flimsy plot revolving around "A fantastic magic trick in
came out with a beautiful . violin piece that integrated country meet at 1: 00 pm on Tuesdays
other specially marked boxes." All "Heartland" had to offer was
for ' four weeks beginning
fiddle with classical violin almost in a miuet style.
the entire history of wheat germ, and wheat germ has always
The show stopper was a sing-a-long called "Turn Your Radio February 26. The · first two
alarmed me becuase I'm sure it was one of those diseases I was·
On." We talked of audiences and appearing at supper clubs as sessions will deal only with
innoculated against in grammar school.
efficient · methods of taking
opposed to college audiences.
However, I realized I couldn't be · so hasty as to judge a book
"The trouble with those kind of audiences is that they're like a objective and essay-type examby its cover. Nevertheless, without going into too much detail,
college audience is right there, it's the· best kind of audience to inations. The last two sessions
my natural breakfast tasted much like Cracker Jack, only
work to 'cause it keeps the performer on top (alert and will be devoted to learning how without the prize. The growth of granola that skimmed my milk
to write the best term papers.
perceptive) ."
had the distinct ability to float like a piece of lumber waiting to
Registration for this work- go to the mill. No - I was addicted to artificial preservatives,
Well, he did it! " Turn Your Radio On" got the whole audience
shop will take place in the and my eating hal!j.ts were not, and could never be, naturai.
to clap their hands · and stomp their feet. Hartford got the ·
University Counseling Center,
Although I failed nutrttion, there were other exciting fields to
audience into it and they did respond like no other audience I 've
B-112, through February 25; pursue. I understood that if I was ever going to gain an
seen at Northeastern.
stop by NOW to sign up. appreciation of nature, I would have to· commune with it. Up til
He finished his show with "H~y Babe Ya Wanna Boggie" in
Don't delay taking_advantage . then, the only meaningful communing with nature I'd
bass voice, did a hoe down on fiddle and encored with "Holding!',
of this opportunity to learn encountered was when I once saw the outline of Morton Grove
featuring a "drum solo" on his mouth and cheeks.
how to improve your study from the top of the Hancock. My habits were to change. I
He created a nice atmosphere, almost living-room like, with a
skills in these two very quickly planned a trip to the forest preserve.
wooden chair (his coat hung on the back) and almost unamplified
important areas. The room in
Realizing a bike hike to Bunker Hill was a far bird 's cry from
instruments (his amp 'Was turned away from the audience.) He
which thie workshop will meet the rusticity of a Colorado mountain peak, it was still a
kept beat with an amplified floor board that sounded like the
will be announced when you beginning. So when I hopped on my Schwinn and headed for
t ick-tock of a metronome. I felt he stayed on banjo too long and
sign up.
Bunker Hill on a smooth, breezy, summer morning, you can
it wasn' t amplified well, but for the most part he presented
imagine
the pride of accomplishment I felt. I was about to
U.N.I. with a very entertaining show. Also to be commended is
embark
on
my first significant communication with nature. On
Happiness is Wed. nite
the audience who turned out in quantity as well as quality , giving
the
way
to
the
woods, things were serenely calm. The summer air
undivided attention as well as great response to a very well done
asleep.
G.L.
smelled
like
evergreen
scented Glade, and the sky would have
show.
[continued on page 8]

Insecure?

"Brain Salad
Surgery" Average

Wright 'Offers
European Study

and most natural way to learn
Interested in studying in
a language," says Mr. LivaEurope this summer?
tino. The · first cours e is
If so, you are welcome to
intensive and provides enough
join Professor Mel Livatino of
work that no other courses are
Wilbur Wright College, Chicaneeded. All instructors speak
go, who will be leading a small .
English as well as French.
by Tom Foutris
group of college students to
Courses last six weeks, with
ARTIST : EMERSON* LAKE and PALMER
Paris this coming summer for two • extra weeks provided
TITLE : BRAI N SALAD SURGERY
study in French language and
RECORDING : AVERAGE
independent study and travel.
culture.
Fees, including room , board,
PRODUCTION: AVERAGE , produced by GREG LAKE
The courses will be offered
tuition, and round-trip transThe first thing I had better explain, is the average rat ing of
by the University of Paris (the
portation from Chicago, are
both t he recording and the production. I consider it average
Sorbom;ie), the most renowned
compared to their ability and their first album, since which
$1,110. Only $1,059 from New
university in all France, and
production has been unequaled. The main problem is the absence
York. And veterans are eligible
are arranged through the
of engineer EDDIE OFFORD* the man that captured their ·
for reimbursement of funds.
American Institute for Foreign
sound as well as yess. This leaves everything pretty much up ·to
" If a student were to
Study, one of the oldest and
GREG LAKE , who is good in his own right, but no EDDIE
arrange the same trip -and
largest foreign study and
OFFORD. New engineers, GEOFF YOUNG and CHRIS
study on his own ," Mr.
travel organizations in the
KIMSEY, seem to be listening to LAKE a little too much. The
Livatino, "it would cost him
world.
mix is sometimes poor, with PALMER'S drumming often getting
nearly $2,000, and he would
Courses range all the way
lo.s t in the shuffle.
,
.
miss the fun of being with
from French 101 for absolute
~- The album itself has two outstanding works: " TOCCATTA"
friends
and fellow students."
beginners through graduate
and " STILL YOU TURN ME ON " . The "EPIC " work is
Departure is June · 23 and
level tu to rials in French
" KARN EVIL 9", stretching across 1/4 of the first side and the
return August 17. Mr. Livacivilization . Credits earned
entire other side.
tion may be contacted at
with AIFS are transferable to
" TOCATTA" is the best instrumental work that they 've had
Wright College or, preferably,
this college and count toward
since " TARKUS ". It is an adoption of Ginastera's first Piano
at his home: 3135 Hartzeli St .,
graduation.
Concerto; fourt h movement, arranged by KEITH EMERSON,
- Evanston, Ill. 60201. Phone:
"Study at a university,
percussion movement by CARL PALMER. KEITH EMERSON
(312) 491-1025.
among
the natives is the easiest
· is t he foremost soloist on " MOOG SYNTHESIZER". His
integi;a tion of Moog in classically styled works is unequaled in
this movement. He has t he ability t o portray motion ; the piece is
always moving. The drum movement features CARL P ALMER
on tympanis. P ALME R'S ability is almost equal to t hat of
EMERSON 'S. When they bot h come in at the end _of the
. movement , t he barrage of synthesizers and drums is tremendous.
STILL YOU TURN ME ON" is the other song in which t heir
talents are displ-ayed . LAKE penned it, sings, it and does a
superb job on acoustic and wah-wah guitar. The words are good
and it is sung well. EMERSON fills in· wit h harpsichord and
piano to give it the right touch.
.
" KARN EVIL 9" is in t heir impressions. The first part of the
first impression displays their talent; 'the instrumentation is good
and difficult to play , bu t the second part really bogs down with
LAKE 'S vocals and the repetitive 2/ 4 time. The second
impression is the best of t he three. It begins wit h a little jazz,
"ELP" playing like a jazz trio and sounding good (except
PALMER'S drums suffering from the mix). EMERSON again
proves his mastery of t he keyboards and really provides some
ingenuity-when t he piece moves into the Latin rhythm. Note that
t hose are not st eel · drums, but the " MOOG ". The steel drums
and Latin Rhythm create the vit~lity the "ELP" is possible of.
The t hird movement starts out very dynamic with organ and
tympani. The words finally come to some consequence. It 's all
about a computer trying to take over! You 'd never really know ·
it by the previous lyrics. It's interesting (the idea with the
computer), but then the rejoice sequence becomes corny and
the drumming is good despite the butcher job on the mix.
reminiscent of " T ARKUS" ;
·
Sometimes things become repetitive and sometimes you swear
ELP hits an all time low with BENNEY THE BOUNCER. It's
you heard some of the stuff on a previous "ELP" album. One
real dass Z . material. It sounds like an album filler . thing I can't figure out is the appearance of PETE SINFIELD.
JERUSALEM the album opener, is a nice song but leaves you
What's he doing here? One thing•~ for sure, his credits are -for
wit h nothing, like it's not even there.
" BENNY THE BOUNCER" and part of "KARN EVIL 9" . "B
On the whole, the music is good, vocals alright (except for the
the B " stinks al)d the words of "KARN ·EVIL
9" are
worse than terrible vocal in " BENNEY THE BOUNCER" ), and questionable .

Corning·
Soon!

Report on Senate
Forum, _L atino .
Concert, Plus A ·
New Column!

• Hl!J/J[N COVE- l:~:&£
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Need

a
summer

_job?
There are 12 .9% more
summer jobs available in
recreational areas of the U.S .
in 1974 than last year.
This note of optimism is
based on replies received from
942 employers at summer
camps, resorts, summer theatres, amusement parks, national parks and ranches, researched by National Directory
Service, Inc., Cincinnati for
the animal edition of Summer
Employment Directory of the
U.S. Employment is up in all
sections except the South.
" Paying summer jobs in
recreational areas enable students to have money in t heir
pockets at t he end of the
summer, " says Mynene Leith,
editor, " because most employers offer room and board in
addition to the salary, and
sometimes tips."
Students who are in special
education will find t here is a
20% increase a t camps for the
handicapped ; in sports and
athletics there is a greater
demand fo r ins t ructo r s in '
tennis, gymnastics ,hockey and
lacrosse. Instructors in horseback 'riding now must be able
to teach grooming and care of
the horse in addition to riding.
" We are particularly interested in students who do not
use alcohol, drugs , or smoke, "
sta t ed one employer , who
voiced t he opinion of many.
Details of 90,000 paying
jobs available in 1974 are
given in the new Summer
Employment Directory of the
U.S. ($5 .95) published annually since 1952. Students can
order by mail from National
Directory Service, Inc. , Dept.
C, 26q Ludlow Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio 45220. Or view it
Free _in the PRINT office.

~
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Toilet Paper Sho_rt, Too
by Julie Strohm
By now, everyone has
accepted the notion that we
are facing an energy crisis. The
media tells us that Chicago is
one of the hardest hit, big
cities strangled by the gas
allotment program. News has
it, that Chicago is receiving
less gas than New York, Los
Angeles and probably Kalamazoo, but whether a person
believes there is a gas shortage
. or not, he must accept the fact
that buying gas has become a
pain in the ass.
If you are fortunate enough ·
to have someone around the
house to wake you up before
you get to sleep, you may find
yourself at the beginning of
the longest gas line in the city.
If you hapen to live in the
country, _remember . . .when the
cock crows, get-your-tail-outof-the sack, into your frozen
car, and drive like a bat-out-ofhell, so you will have time to
eat your breakfast while you
wait in line.
But if you want to eliminate
the lines, here 's a tip. Drive to
work on your fumes and every
once in a chile, run and take a
look at the corner gas station
and all the idiots waiting in
line for gas, who happen to
block the entrance to your
office. After a while when you
see the li~e has gone down,
call your friendly as-you-travel,
ask-us, Standard gas station,
and get ready for the "bitch"
of the year. I did that once,
just once! As t he phone was
ri.nging, I thought, "Wow,
they must really be busy".
Suddenly . I liear some dude
s ay , " Hello, Davis-Hinman
S tandard Gas Station" . Very
sexy-like, I said, "Hello. Are
you people pumping any more
gas? " His reply was "Nope" . I
then inquired, ·:well, are you
out · of gas?, and he said
"Nope". I then said, "Well
wha t' s up , how can I get some
gas , I can 't even get home
from work, really". His reply

was short · and sweet, "That's
not my problem, that's your
problem" (it took a real brain
to figure that one out.) His
next terrific utterance was,
"Why not spend the night in
· Evanston, then you won't need
any Gas." (This guy was a
laugh a minute_, boy!) After a
few seconds of silence, I said,
"That's just great, now what
do I do?" This was the straw
that broke the camels back. ..
.He said, "Look, lady, I've had
nothing but grief from people
like you all morning! You
people get out of your cars,
yawn in.my face and tell me to
hury with the gas because
you 're late for work. You
complain to me you've had to
wait in line for a half hour or
forty-five minutes and were
due downtown or at your
girlfriends house before making it to the office. Then you
tell me how you almost chocked
on your toast, burned your
face on the coffee, and now you
are getting cold, standing
outside talking . to me. Lady
I '11 tell you, I 've had it . with
you rotten , bitter, inconsiderate drivers" . BOOM! He let it
all out, probably felt pretty
good about it, too.
Just _then, a great big
studded, snow tire must have
smacked him in the face . He
said, very calmly, "What areyou going to do?" I · said,
"Worry about it later, I have
to get back to work". I never
should have hung up. I should
have asked him whose supergreat idea it was to pump gas,
ONLY from 7 am to 10 am. I
should have asked him how he
would like to have to wait like
the rest of us in a three-mile
line for gas, but these exciting
questions came to me after we
ended our pleasant conversation .
Some gas stations do have
gas, · but they post this v:ital
information on cards about the
size of match book covers, in
some off-the-wall place in the

to swallow some tear gas and
willing to be clubbed. " "If you
white s had been paying
attention you would know that
the qualification for being a
nigger in this country · isn 't
being black. This country. sick

even aroused a native Miamian. I was really having a meaningful
meditative experience until I turned onto Caldwell Ave. where a
speedster almost flattened me, my bike, and my meaningful
meditative experience. Taken by surprise, I shakily led my bike
into the nearest wooded opening where I quickly hit the road
because of a rabid dog, minus the couth of Lassie, was wildly
chasing me into two blocks of lush weeds and linging burrs.
When I finally caught my natural breath, I crawled over to a
woodland water pump, my mouth dry and desperate. This would
be an emotional experience, I envisioned, drinking from nature 's
bounties. But nature's bounties tasted like an exotic mixture of
metal corrosion and Hillfarm Large Grade A Eggs.
Recovering from acute stomach cramps, I slowly peddled off
into some more greenery for my ultimate confrontation with
nature. However, just as my body was pumping and peddling up
a ramp-like incline, both my bike and pants leg went into fifth
gear. After what seemed like an hour's hard labor, set to the
rhythm of the ho, ho, ho's of herd of inhumane Gittchegoomie
Park day campers, I finally succeeded in ripping my blue jeans
loose from the greasy confines of my chain ·- and swiftly fled
from Bunker Hills for fear . of my life.
My commune with nature was quickly becoming a war with
nature. And I had only one battle plan left. It was my final hope,
and seemed· relatively safe because it did not demand that I leave
my house. The plan: Talk to some plants. I never really
understood the philosophy behind it, but supposedly, if you talk
with your plants they will nurture and grow and live long enough
to reap social security benefits.
·My "plants-are-your-friends" operation began one day when I
came home from school. I closed all the drapes and began
conversing with a healthy looking domestic philedendron. I told
it about school, went on about work, rambled about life, I
caressed its leaves, I smoothed its stems, I praised its beauty,
and then I watered it. My last move was a mistake, due to the
fact that the reason the philedendron was so healthy was because
it was plastic! To. my horror, I has spent my entire afternoon
chatting with a polyestor imposter! Naturally I was hurt. All
that time I had thought I wa·s developing a meaningful
relationship. After all, it had been the first time I had ever been
so totally frank with a fern. The result was ungratifying . .In
reality, I was left with nothing tangible - only the memory of a
cheap rendevous with a shameless plastic potted plant.
Hurt and distraught, I still carry the emotional scars of my
failure to communicate with organic life. My existence has
dwindled into hopelessness. I now eat Count Chocula breakfast
cereal; I remain behind. closed doors where my only ties· with
nature are " Passage to Adventure;" I have done away ~ith
Yucca Dew shampoo; my house plants have been given up to
Amling's; and I get physically sick at the mention of words such
as "daisy," " Johnny Appleseed," "arboretum," or "Rolling
Meadows Illinois. "

station, like on the anti-freeze
cans in the nice, warm office.
Others say, "Sorry, out of
gas" as they grin and fill up
their own gas tanks. I went to
one place, asked the attendant
if they were selling any gas,
and he simply walked away,
maybe he was deaf, no
response whatsoever, maybe
he didnt work there either,
maybe he was just as confused
as I was.
Actually, the . point is this .
Today the media announces . a .
shortage of fresh fruit and
vegetables, and sure enough
next day, you can't buy any. I
went to the store and was
amazed at all the people,
pushing cart loads of nothing
BUT fresh produce. Imagine
how thei,r kitchens will smell
in two or three days, when all
that overly ripe produce
begins to mellow . •The media
tells us that gas stations will
close on weekends, and as the
word gets out, the stations
close. They then tell us that
Monday, the farmers will not
be supplying the stores with
beef. On your mark, get set,
GO ... just like pigs to water
trough, the beef is gone,
vanished into thin air.
But now, comes the real
zinger! Paper and plastics are
in short supply, too. File
folders and some business
papers are imposible to obtain.
Actually, this is no rumor,
there is going to be a paper
shortage, so run out to the
store the minute you finish
reading the PRINT and buy
up all the toilet paper you can
find , run from store to store
and get it all! Pretty soon your
friends will catch -on and do
the same thing. Just buy it all,
in every store in y our
neighborhood, then sit back,
The team of Mike Williams and Steve Martin will be here to
relax, and wait for the paper
shortage. This will probably be sing a fe~ songs and crack a few funnies to brighten Chicago's
th·e best hint you eve~ had, never-ending winter on Tues., Feb. 19 at I' pm in the Unicorn.
because for once the American One a writer, one a composer, and both performers - both have
Consumer will be ready, when toured the states and royally entertained college campuses
nationwide. With a 12-string guitar and a smile, the team and
things hit the fan!
Martin and Williams can provide you with a reason for coping.

******************************

Gregory at UNI
by Susan Baum
" If war breaks out agam;
I 'm going to the nearest
Howard Johnson 's and ea t
until it's over. " So spoke, Dick
Gregory, comedian, social crit ic, activist , humanitarian,
who will be our guest at
Northeastern 's auditorium on
Thurs. Feb. 28 at 1 pm.
Author of the autobiographical
Nigger and No More Lies: The
Myth and . the Reality of
American History, Dick Gregory has a long history of
involvement in antiwar and
civil rights political organizing
in addition to his career as a
nightclub comedian.
Gregory is humorous with
tears in his eyes. The world is
his stage and comedy is his
lectern. Social issues and
human drama, viewed as a
national farce, are his message.
Pearls from Gregory:
"The reason we have peace
is because you youngsters was
willing to get out in the streets
and disrupt business, willing

(Tom Foolery continued from page 6)

as it is, has always needed a
nigger ... the Jews: The lri~h,
the Italians, the blacks, and
now, you, the youth." "Food's ·
so high . it's cheaper to eat ·
money " . Laugh and cry with·
Dick Gregory on Feb. 28.

******************************

Mini U
OLD TIME TELEVISION:
Nostalgia or Social History?
Wednesdays, 7:00 · 9:00 p.m.,
6 weeks, Meets on: February
27, March 6, 13, 20, 27, April

3.
/ Does the . Mickey Mouse
' Club open our minds to a
better comprehension of the
American experience? Is Ser0
geant Bilko a realistic picture
of the American military
tradition? Why are Ozzie and
Harriet the parents to a
generation? These and other
stimulating questions will be
probed thru comprehensive
viewing of old television shows
from the late 1940's thru the
1960's to see if old television
programs hold a key to
understanding the American
past.

Dr. · J. Fred MacDonald,
Associate Professor of History
and Chairman of the Institute
for Popular Culture Studies at
Northeastern, will be the
instructor.
Let's Lose Weight!
Let's Take It Off!
Tuesdays, 7:00 · 8:00 p Iil., 6
weeks, Meets on: February 26_,
March 5, 12, 19, 26, April 2.

Worried about your weight?
Why wait? Join now! This
course is ·designed to give you
the encouragement needed to
lose weight, as well as tips on
how to reduce. It is a practical
course designed to help you
make your diet a success.
Mrs. Barbara Gordon, a
successful weight watcher, will
be the instructor.

.
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Grossman Set for Unicorn
It's not every performer who
transforms an auditorium into
a carnival. It's not every
perfo~er ~ho can transform a
UNICORN into a carnival
either! But Gerry Grossman
caD, and he will, on Thrusday,
March 29, \ Jrom 1-3 pm. Be
ready to be captivated, snatched from your seats, and
electrified with Gerry's show.
With expert musical savoirfaire, boundless repertoire, and
explosive wit, the singer-guitiais t-comic carries on a
running dialogue with his
onlookers, giving them the
most whimsically eccentric
entertainment of their lives. It
is one in which they cannot
help but participate.
Gross.man can be as delicate
ary artist as a craftsman, as
tumultuous as an entire rock
and roll band, and as
flamboyant as Jack Flash, but
with a shrewd charisma which
is only his. He uncannily
perceives and appeals to\ the
musical and humorous tastes
peculiar to each individual
audience. His songwriting is a
-versatile·. and masterful as
Grossman himself, who announces emphatically that he
is no folk singer. Grossman is
·c ontinually called upon to
defend his claim that he can
perform ninety-five percent of
all pop songs recorde_g. since
'7955!
Comedy is an integral facet
of Grossman's show. He
parodies the subjects that ate
amusingly close to us all such
as pop music, television,

i

ffllDIIIEST FAffllLY
PLAnn1nG ASSOCIATIOn
5952 W. Addison
Chicago, Illinois 60634
312 / 725-0200 .

by Janice Koub
This column is the first in a series written by Midwest Family
Planning Association, 5952 W. Addison, Chicago, 725-0200. In
the column, Midwest's Associate Director, Janice Kulp, will
discuss the various methods of preventing pregnancy, how
effective they are, how they work, and where they can be
·obtained. Other topics relating to sexuality (VD, rape, attitudes
toward birth control, etc.) will also be discussed.
If you have any questions you would like to see answered. in
this column, please submit them to the Print office, Room E214,
Commuter Center.
·

adolescence, and social blunders. Those who attend a
Gerrv Gr~ssman concert alternate between marvelling at his
musical finesse, roaring at his
sati~e, and b?\dly launching
comments and requests of
their own. Unlike many
performers Gerry will not
hesitate _to play requests from
the audience.
Gerry is from Chicago, in
fact, he is a graduate of good
old New Trier High School~·He
is featured at numerous clubs
throughout the Midwest. May.

~

,.

-

. .

be some of you saw him at
Ratso's in J anuary. He is also
involved in extensive college
touring over much of the
country. Last year, he was
featured in a TV special. The
Session, which was broadcasted on UHF in 37 states.
Don't miss Gerry Grossman
on March 29, at 1 pm. The
UNI-Corn is the new name
given t o t he Cellar in t he
classroom building.
Of course, Gerry Grossman
1
is brought to you by CCAB !!!
I

Before you start writing down your questions, here's a quiz to
take. Which of these statements are false?
1. Birth control pills are dangerous .......
2. Withdrawal is a reliable method of birth control.
3. You can't get pregnant dhring yom period. .. .....
4. Only women with childern get an IUD ....... .
The answer: They are all FALSE. Unfortunately, there are
many people who think these statements are TRUE.
If you want to postpone parenthood for a while, or avoid an
abortion, you should know the facts - about your body about
birth control methods and their availability. That's what this
column is all about. The facts.
This week 's column gives some facts about Midwest Family
Planning Association, which is located at 5952 W. Addison
(725°0200). It's a non-profit agency that offers the following
programs:
CONTRACEPTIVE CLINIC: The clinic provides pelvic
examinations, Pap tests, gonorrhea tests, birth control pills and
diaphragms at nominal fees . The clinic helps all women, including
those under 18.
PREGNANCY TESTING: For $2.00, a woman can bring in a
urine sample, have it tested and get the results in 10 minutes.
ABORTION COUNSELING: Women who want an abortion
discuss the procedure with a counselor, and are referred to local
affiliated clinics for the procedure. The fee is $150.
EDUCATION: Written information on birth control, VD , etc.
is available at the office and is sent free of charge on request.
Speakers are invited to local schools to discuss issues relating to
contraception, sexuality, etc.
Q. How good are rubbers?
A. Condoms (rubbers) are thin rubber sheaths that fit over the
man's penis. When used alone, they are only 80-85% effective,
but when they are used with another method (foam, jelly) they
are almost 100% effective.
Q. Does your center give pills to minors?
A. Yes, Midwest Family Planning Assn. helps anyone who
requests birth control methods.
Next weeks column will discuss birth control pills.

Shakespeare Troupe A Hit
by Ilene Rothman
Upon hearing the name
William Shakespeare, the mind
automatically thinks of "Romeo and Juliet" and Hamlet",
stories of love with sad and
somewhat tearful endings.
After all, what is a Shakes. pearean classic without the
shedding of tears.
On Wednesday, January
30th, The National Shakespearean Company performed
"As You Like It", a comical
play showing the humoristic
side of Shakespeare's writing.
Not a dry eye was left in the
school auditorium, but not one
tear was shed from sorrow,

they were tears caused from
complete and total laughter
projected by the cast to the
audience.
Set in the classical period of
time, showing the traditional
lovers , of the court to the
lovers of the forest, you were
able to see, the tradition of
love conquerifg all.
Eash cast member carried
their own identity, givmg
emotion and laughter, keeping
the audience completely in
their power through-out the
entire play. With James
Klawin as Orlando, he searches
for his , beloved Rosalind ,
portrayed by Sharon Swick,

who being banished from the
court fled to the forrest,
disguised as a young man.
Orlando searches _the forest ·
and comes upon Rosalind in ·
disguise. Not knowing who she
really is, confesses· he is
seeking the woman he loves .
Upon hearing this Rosalind
meets him later on in the
forest dressed in her normal
woman's attire and d~lare her
love for him.
As in all fairy tales, they are
wed and return to the court to
live happily ever after .
"As You Like It", I did.

URBAN flllD HIPIRIINCI
A COMM.NTY SERVICES PROGRAM
THROUGH PIE
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Classifieds
Jobs
.
,,.

Earn top money Part-time
promoting student travel. Call
or write (include phone no.):
Vagabond tours, box 549,
Evanston, Ill., 60204, 328-0110.

Help wanted. Female parttime, nights in a coatroom o{ a
Greek nightclub, Mon., Tues.
or Thurs. $3.00 per hour plus
tips. Call 348-7109, between
4-7.
Artist · for sketch lettering,
pasteup job . Call Marge
Bicknell 478-i062 or 786-8770.

Personals
Personals - To the
Rm. 4-080, haven't
heard of the Illinois
Children and Family

people in
you ever
Dept. of
Services?

"Donna Lynn" ain 't that hot
but we'll settle for the Lake ·
Michigan Proper(ty). Happy
Birthday - You've been had
long enough.
English Trimester '73. Be at
Hogen's Bar, 4560 N. Lincoln
on March 1, 5 pm till
breakfast. See page two of
Harry and Tom's book,
"Chicago QY Bar" for further
information.

Vets Start
Car Pool
In an effort to test
student-reaction to their pro. posed system of CAR POOLING, the UNI Vets were busy
dragging any and all students
from the halls this past
· Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday (Feb. 12, 13, &14)
and asking them to fill out a
"Car Pool Questionaire." (So,
if strange men seemed to be
grabbing for you, they didn't
want your body, they wanted
your opinion!)
The questionaire was designed to let the Vets know
how many students might be
involved if the system of car
pools were set up, which areas
of the city the students would
come from, and what kind of
opposition would be met.
Tables outside the cafeteria
were set up where the
questionaires were filled out
and also where incoming
and / or interested students
could get general information
about the club.
And - The UNI Veterans
Coordinator will hold a "Beer
Sip" (free beer!) on Friday,
Feb. 22, in the North Dining
Hall at 3:00 p.m. This will be a
great opportunity to meet the
members of the Vets club and
the new Veterans Coordinator!
All veterans and their
" guests" are welcome!

L.A. Lady, Happy Valentine's
Day.
George
Lost: (Befare Jan. Registration.) Silver pen with Hebrew
· and English inscriptions.
Please call Ext. 454.
BABY
If you are a
pregnant woman, or know of
one who wishes to complete a
pregnancy and would consider
allowing the infant to be
adopted by a young couple
who cannot have any children
of their own, please contact the
people in Room 4-080, ext.
8368. The matter will be
handled in strictest confidence
and entirely according to legal
proceedings. All medical and
hospit.a l expens~s will be•paid
by the adopting parents.

For sale: 1966 Ford Custom
500. Good condition, 53,000
actual miles, power steering,
auto. transmission. 4 new tires
(plus 2 snows on rims). 352 VS,
new battery, AM radio. White
with red interior. $450 or best
offer. Call: 463-8521.
For Sale: Coors Beer, $10 a
· case. Call Joe at 539-5654.

I

Calendar !
of Events
1

Thru _Feb. 27th - No. River
Community Gallery, 3307 Bryn
Mawr, Exhibition facilities of
U.N.I. Featuring etchings and
engravings of David Driesbach.

FOUND: 1 right contact lens
Fri., Feb. 14: Basketball :__
in container found on the . home, UNI vs. St. Francis, 8
second floor of the Classroom . pm.
Building.
Mon., Feb. 18: Contempora. ry Arts Quartet, Aud., 8 pm.
FOUND: Brown leather attaTues., Feb. 19: Mike Wilche case found on table outside
liams, Folk Singer and Comedof Health Service.
ian; Unicorn, 1 pm. Silent Running plus No Blade, free films,
Aud., 7:30.
Wed., Feb. 20: To Be or Not
For sale: Dining room breakto Be, Unicorn, noon, Phi Mu
front; and Linoleqm (white
Alpha Concert, Aud. , 8 pm.
and gold geometric). Size 17'
Thur., Feb. 21: Solo Concert,
by 11.5'. Sold together preA_u d., 1 pm.
ferably: $25.00. 267-9087. Eve·
Tues., Feb. 26: What's Up
ni,1gs S p m 10 p m.
Doc?, Aud., 7:30:
Wed., Feb. 27 : A Day at the
For sale: Sony 4-speed Servo- Races, Unicorn, noon, DaughControl tape recorder. All ters of Israel film, i-002, 6-10.
attachments included. Used
Thurs. , Feb. 28: Dick
only 4 times! $225 or best Gregory, Aud., 1 pm
offer. Please call after 6 pm
763-1056.

For Sole

Once upon a midday dreary
As I drove home weak and weary
Came a signing from my Fury
Sighing almost through the floor.
Only this, "there is no more."
. My eyes fell upon the lighted meter
On the "empty" it did teter .
Did I have another leiter?
Was the question I implored.
All I heard, "there is no more."
To the station I did hurry
So to fill my aching Fury
I told myself I shouldn't worry
Heading for the station door.
All I saw, "there is no more."
How to get to school tomorrow?
Perhaps another's car to borrow
This shortage filled me up with sorrow
The week-end would be such a · bore.
All because there is no more.
Suddenly my heart was thumping
Palpatating breathless pumping
Slowly riding turned to bumping
Dread then filled me to the core.
All I knew , "there was no more."
It's all a hoax they tried to tell me
There's a lots of gas they just won't sell me.
But "empty " was all that I coul_d see
As I coasted to my door.
With all that gas there is no more?
There it stands alone lind friendless
Will this be forever endless?
Nixon got us into this mess
No wonder locks are on his doors .
Because, of him, there is no more.

Want a chaage in your lunchtime routine?
Go Chinese - Aplerican dishes, too.
Lunch served to all students at all hours.

.3411

THE RATION

·david e. shapiro

w_ Bryn ·Mawr Ave.

LINO'S--·
PIZZA

.The dile
of being a \vb_m an.
We know. We understand. We care.

. 478-3585

Our Wo men's Service Division includes a modern, fully
licensed ciinic. complete with a superior medical and
professional staff. Outstanding service is provided in a
wide variety o f areas such as pregnancy testing and
counseling, pregnancy termination (up to the first 12 weeks)
and menstrual extraction (starts period up to 14 days late) .
For further information or an appointment, call us in
confidence .

3300 W. -FOSTER A VE~
ACROSS FROM NORTH PARK COLLEGE
OPEN fro~ 4 PM, Closed MON .
N.OW offering thick-crust_ PIZZA_
50¢ DISCOUNT on ar.y LARGE PIZZA!
W/this ad. (Expire March 1) ·

CARR'I OUT AND EVENING DELIVERY SERVICE

Midwest Population Center
.(

(312) 644-341 0
100 East Ohio
Chicago, Illinois 60611
A non-profit organi~tion
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-JV Continues to roll
On Feb. 7 the Junior Varsity
defeated Oakton Community

College · 95-91 at home in the
most important game of the

Photo by Ro~ann Podraza

Ice Eagles
.Slippin' an' a slidin'
ger's 50 ft. slap shot tied the
game·
as the UNI team put
The Northeastern Golden
severe
prssure on Michigan
Ice Eagles played two exciting
throughout
the 2nd period. In
games last week in Niles. On
the
third
period,
the - Eagles
February 5, the team took on
came
out
flying.
Art
Kasak
local rival Loyola University
made repeated stops in goal on
and smartly whipped them 4-1.
Michigan to 'keep the game
Jack Hesotian, Captain of the
tied. At 4:37 of the period,
Eagles, scored two goals -:Arman
Ouzounian fe<;l Mike
each after his patented fullSetze
with
a perfect pass
length dashes up the ice. Dan
enabling
him
to
put in his 30th
Mangini and Bob Hesberger
goal
of
the
season
and giving
also scored third-period goals,
the
Eagles
a
4-3 lead .
while Bob Dunn turned away
However, - Michigan bounced
22 shots in the win.
right back to tie and eventuOn Saturday night, Febally
go ahead to win 6-4.
ruary 9th, the University of
The
next Eagles ' home game
Michigan (Dearborn) came to
at
Niles
is Saturday, Feb. 16
Chicago to take on our ice
at
10:00
pm. against Wisconmen. Michigan struck early
sin-Parkside.
When CSCH
and jumped to a 3-0 lead. Scott
League
final
standings
are
Peterson finally got UNI going .
determined,
'
the
Eagles
are
with a second-period goal,
hopeful
of
being
selected
to
assisted by Jack Hesotian.
compete
for
the
league
chamMinutes later, Mike Setze
pionship in the post season
picked up a rebound off the
playoffs . The playoffs. are
shot of Emil Twardowski and
scheduled for the first weekend
flipped it in to bring the
in
March in Crestwood.
Eagles closer. Bob Hessber-

by Mike Setze

season. The team had for
several weeks anticipated this
opportunity to avenge an early
season loss and the victory
instilled a temendous team
confidence in each of the
pla:yers. Will Crawford, Tom
Lonis, Reggie Williams, Vincent Robinson and Lou Ber·
tuca sat on the bench but
watched with Pride as their
teammates played an excellent
-game. The Eagles held a 48-40
first half lead and incrased
that lead to as much as 15
pints in the second half..
Though~Oakton narrowed the
lead at the end, Coach Doug
DiVincent was so pleased with
his team 's play that he treated
his players to a little tango in
the locker room afte the game.
Leading the scoring was John
W aytula with 26 points. Dan
Pawlik had 20 pints, Paul
Gruss scored 17 points, John
Johann added 12, Jeff Johnson
tossed in 10, Dean Elipas
contributed 8 and Gary Briars
made a ·field goal.
On .F eb. 9 the Golden Eagles
extended their winning streak
to ten games with an 88-84
away conquest of the College
of Chiropractors. Guard John
Johann scored 20 points in the
first half and led his team to
56-38 lead. However the Junior
Varsity let up in the second
half yet held on for the win. No
one was prepared psychologically for the game and perhaps
over confidence was responsible for the disappointing
second half. John Johann
scored 24 points, Dean Elipas
tossed in 18.

Nu1111ero ·u-n o
Before I get to the good
news, first there 's a little bad
news. On Feb. 4, the Eagles
bowed to Wisconsin Green
Bay 64-55, at Green Bay. The
match was tied at 8 all on a
long jumber by Jim DiMatteo
with 14 :26 remaining. Green
Bay took a 18-10 lead at q:10
left in the second half on two
consecutive three point plays.
At the half Green Bay led
35-28. In the second half Green
Bay's well organized pattern
offense, that produced mostly
lay ups, built a 43-32 lead at
16:46 remaining. The Green
Bay lea_d was cut to 51-49 at,
7: 56 left on two free throws by
Bruce Fudge, who tossed in 12
points for the night. At 5:25
left Green Bay took a 55-51
lead. The officials then proceeded to call 11 straight fouls
in a row · against the Eagles.
Green Bay was sent to the line
12 times that span.
On Feb. 8 UNI invaded
Virginia Commonwealth , and
the Eagles were jolted 98-76.
To give you some idea as to
how strong Virginia is, two
weeks earlier, they . beat
Centenary which was ranked
18th in the country in the Big ·
College polls. The thorn in the
Ealges' side was Vjrginia's.
6-10 pivot man who pumped in

28 points and commanded the
boards. Ken Smagacz , 12
points and 7 rebounds, and
John Waytula, 11 points and 9
rebounds, led the Eagles.
Now the good news. UNI
played host to Trinity Christian, Feb. 9, the winner would
take sole possession of first
place in their conference. In
short it was no contest, as the
Eagles trounced the trolls of
Trinity Christian 91-65. It was
a team effort on the Eagles'
part that established their
running game which enabled
the Eagle express to roll to its
sixth straight conference victory. The Eagles put it all
together at 11: 10 left in the
first half when they took the
lead 44-30. In the second half,
the Eagle express kept rolling
as UNI led 76-56 with 8:46
remaining. UNI hauled down a
total of 57 rebounds in the
contest being led by board
members Ethan Loveless, 10
bounds; Gary Staniec and Ken
Smagacz with 8 each. Five
Eagle players finished in
double figures, Gary placed all
scorers with 21 tallies. Bruce
Fudge came off the bench and
turned in another sweet
performance scoring 13 points
and grabbing 5 rebounds. Jim
DiMatteo hit for 16 points.

Swim Team; 14-3 record
The UNI Swi1p. team has
improved its won-loss record
to 14-3 in recent· weeks and
finished a strong ·second in the
Rockford Relays. Highligh~ing
this meet was the first place
finish of the diving team
McKervey and Stanonis. A
heartbreaking loss to Bradley

University which was decided
on the final relay is the only
setback the team has suffered
in recent weeks. Coach Tony
Schimpf is quite proud of the
successes of his men and has
them pointing for a good .
performance in the upcoming
conference and regional meets.

RECREATION HOURS FOR STUDENTS, FACULTY & STAFF
GYM
DAY
Monday

TIME
8, 9 , 11
12

Tuesday

12

1

GYM
C
A
A
A&C

Wednesday

11

C

Thursday

8,9
1

Friday

11, 12

C
A&C
C

POOL
Tuesday

1

Thursday

1

Top row, left to right; Coach Tony Schimpf, Marc Rontzak, Ray Christi, Mike Blau!, Tom McKeavey,
Jim Boyd, Mike Pyne. Bottom row; Rich Briske, Kurt Karrascli, Steve Huber, Bob Paisching, Dave
Thompson , Jim Camey. (Photo by Jeff Castrovillari)

